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Every Sigma Chi knows the words and melody. It was first sung by the delegates to the Grand Chapter. A Sig
by day, a Sig by night; to be a Sig is my delight. Come, take a cup and raise it high! Vive la Sigma Chi! The
night for some rollicking, rousing good cheer. Away with the man that says aught of a book. No learning is
precious but that of a cook. Our strength is in unity, loyal and warm. Chorus the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
Lyrics currently unavailable. On the back of the sheet music is this short note: Miss Eldred, whose picture is
on the cover, is one of the six finalists for the National Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. You have charm and
fascination, lovely to see. Dream girl of my fraternity, on angel divine, Dream girl thru all eternity, your heart
is my shrine. Oh, Dream girl of my fraternity, this Cross is my heart. Your motto ever far reaching. And this is
my thought as I journey along, To love little things, yes, a girl or a song; So much that is worthwhile is not big
at all, The White Cross is wondrous and yet it is small. March of Constantine Marching along, singing a song,
sunset gleam shines on, The sons of Constantine. The sky of deepened blue, brings doubt to them anew. Yet
the White Cross vision strong, fills their soul with song. Hi, sing, voices ring, Sigma Chi will lead us high! Hi
Constantine, lead us on, Constantine, on! March of the Sigs Our brothers true in days gone by, your spirit shall
not die; May the song we sing through ages ring in praise of Sigma Chi. The White Cross before, So hail to
our comrades in frraternity. Most any man makes an S. Her deep faith in each lad is a lasting thing, Like her
love that will never die; So here is a toast to the best pal we boast, The mother of Sigma Chi, dear mother of
Sigma Chi. Very often have I wondered how to pass the day, When I did not have a sweetheart speeding time
away; Now, when study hours are over I delight to woo, And can read in eyes most tender, how she loves me
true. But why do Sigs who come to Carolina Acclaim a certain girl with their applause? The stars would shine
to be her shrine, this girl of Sigma Chi; Her beauty lifts you higher than an anthem in the sky. For our song of
wondrous love will never die Hi! Emblem of love so true, Raise a song forever to our glorious Sigma Chi.
Serenade Memories linger when college is past, Girls that we dreamed of are Sig girls at last; Visions come
back when the world goes wrong, We pledge our devotion on wings of a song. Your heart beats true for the
gold and the blue, Out Cross is our pledge of devotion to you, dear, Voices are lifted to praise you tonight,
Girl of our serenade. For "Sigma Chi was my first love, and it shall be my last. We life our voices. Sweet May
Thy Slumbers Be Fairest maid, sweet may thy slumbers be, May this, our serenade, bring sweet dreams to
thee; Before thee, may visions bright be outspread, While angels stand their guard around your bed. May their
wings furnish thy lullaby, Soothing thy senses with music from on high; May our Cross, shedding its soft
golden light, From round thy head so fair halos so bright. So hold it fast while love doth last, and with it hold
me too; My Zeta, Zeta sweetheart, I love you.
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This vintage security poster from Syracuse University in L was ironically directed at protecting your valuables
like your stereo more than female student safety. Vintage Syracuse University Student Catalogue Even
decades later, college memories remain etched deeply in my psyche. Especially, if like me, you were sexually
assaulted. My freshman year at the university indeed provided remembrances that still linger- the chimes from
Crouse college, the freaks playing Frisbees on the quad, making a late night dinglerun, hanging out on M
street. These gracious stately mansions on Walnut Ave, were the breeding ground for male entitlement.
Raucus, boozy, keg parties were the norm. So were sexual assault and harassment. But it also stayed in my
mind. More than once, I was sexually assaulted. More than once, I would stumble back to my dorm up on the
Mount shaken, upset, ashamed. Because boys will be boys it was so easy to brush aside bad behavior. Because
we convinced ourselves it was our fault. Because no one would believe us. Because we want to forget it
happened. It is still a get out of jail free card, a free pass meant to trivialize male behavior their entire life. We
are reminded rape culture still exerts its influence on college campuses and in courts of law. Countless women
have similar stories. Often, like me, more than one. From unwanted advances, to forced sex acts, women are
questioned, vilified, doubted, and keep their voices silent. But make no doubt about it, we still live in a culture
where much of this behavior is laughed at or excused away. In an era of student power, women were still
pretty powerless when it came to their bodies. How much has changed? Playboy Magazine September Sex on
Campus Issue. Stanford makes the top Not all students were out protesting the war, anti establishment. The
survey imaginatively illustrated by Bob Post, Playboys assistant art director, proves that far friendlier
extracurricular activities are also on the rise. Many male students, we found, prefer to occupy coed beds rather
than administrative buildings but each school imposes its own restrictions on undergraduate freedoms.
Depending on your personal proclivities and your academic status at the moment, a perusal of the chart will
tell you where to go to college or where you should have gone if you had known. Interspersed with the articles
are some good hearty college laffs: Hungover from a boozy party they blame only themselves and the alcohol
for the assault that was perpetrated on them. In an era filled with protesting, their voices of protest were
ignored. In an era of student power, women were still pretty powerless. The hallmark of a rape victim.
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He was 7 when he shot the film and 8 when he was nominated for best supporting actor. The very best films
ever made about Boomers, by Boomers, for Boomers. Old college buddies, now parents and professionals,
come together for a weekend after a friend commits suicide. Why, yes, you DO recognize that corpse. His face
is never shown. Working Girl AP Starring: Finally given access to places of power, Tess scores a promising
corporate gig and a sexy new lover Ford, at his most charming â€”but not without some problems, of course.
Funny, smart, cynical, and ultimately optimistic, "Working Girl" gets everything right about the hierarchy of
corporate life. Platoon AP Starring: Barnes Berenger and peace-loving father figure Sgt. Beyond its
representative cast black, white, draftee, volunteer, etc. How hard must we become to survive? Look for
Johnny Depp in one of his first screen roles, as incredibly good-looking interpreter Lerner. The Graduate AP
Starring: Robinson Bancroft , a married friend of his parents. Alas, he falls in love with her daughter, Elaine,
causing heartbreak and utter chaos among both families. Boy and Girl fall in love. Boy marries Girl, is cut off
financially by angry dad. Boy and Girl try to have kids, find out Girl has terminal leukemia. Forty-four years
later, have you stopped crying yet? Aided by new pledges Pinto Hulce and Flounder Furst , the brothers rebel
â€¦ um, somewhat unsuccessfullyâ€¦ but there are food fights, toga parties, and a positively anarchic parade
along the way. Though set in , it abounds with Boomer sensibilities, like: Was it over when the Germans
bombed Pearl Harbor? The baby-faced Footloose star made his film debut playing jerky Omega pledge Chip
Diller. Every weekend, Tony Manero Travolta breaks out of his hardscrabble neighborhood and go-nowhere
existence to become lord of the dance. But can he ever truly escape? But back then, "Saturday Night Fever"
was a surprisingly dark look at everything from race to rape, suicide to generational conflicts between earlyand late-era Boomers. Kramer AP Starring: When Joanna Kramer Streep leaves her workaholic husband Ted
Hoffman , he must care for their young son, Billy Henry , for the first time. He finally gets pretty good at it,
when she initiates a custody battle. The Oscar winner for Best Picture, "Kramer vs. Kramer" is one of the first
films to really take divorce by the horns. American Graffiti AP Starring: One night in the life of Boomer
teenagers cruising around Modesto, California, in Directed by George Lucas whose next movie would be Star
Wars , this sweet and funny picture harkens to a more innocent America â€” a time when kids could be
preoccupied by cars, dating, and little else. Still, it captures the angsty decisions universal to all teens, across
the generations: What am I going to do with my life? The blonde in the T-Bird is none other than Suzanne
Somers, in her first credited role. We think this guy might be going places. Read more from Grandparents.
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Oscar Williams Oscar Williams Jr. He is inspired by a variety of sources, ranging from renowned musicians
such as Wynton Marsalis, Joseph Joubert, Richard Smallwood and John Williams to the enthusiasm of
spectators tapping their feet and humming. Oscar currently holds several positions both in the education world
and in the entertainment world. He is currently working on a Doctorate in Educational Leadership and
Management from Dallas Baptist University as well as finishing his sophomore gospel project entitled, "Speak
Life". His influence upon the way dentistry is practiced today is undeniable. Under his leadership, MINT has
grown to over 35 offices employing some people and has impacted the lives of over , patients. Field is a
sought-after speaker on leadership and entrepreneurism and unfailingly points to God as the source for his
extraordinary success. Jill Waggoner Jones Dr. Jill Waggoner a much sought after medical speaker, she is well
known for her unique presentation style which is both educational and entertaining. She is a residency trained,
board certified Family Practice Physician, with more than 20 years experience in the medical field. She has a
special interest in an integrative approach to medicine; an approach that uses multiple healing modalities to
help her patients obtain optimal health. She has dedicated her life to teaching her patients how to flourish and
embrace better living through better health. She is a television personality and discusses relevant medical
topics on radio and television. She is the author of five books. Jill is the mother of two beautiful girls Jillian
and Uriah, and is married to Dallas businessman Mark Jones. With over 10 years of experience in developing
ministry engagement strategies through social media and digital technologies, Marc has worked alongside of
some of the largest ministries and gospel artists in the world. Known for his ability to communicate effectively
with humor and practical applications to ministry he is a frequent speaker at conferences such as Bishop T.
Natasha has also appeared as a guest contributor on numerous television, radio and social media platforms.
Natasha considers herself a lifelong learner and is inspired to share what life has taught her about the power of
inner healing, hope and new beginnings Ronnie Guynes Ronnie Guynes has more than 35 years of experience
in managing philanthropic works worldwide. In his travels to over 50 countries, he has managed food
distributions, medical camps and training for thousands. Pastor Guynes has served in this capacity since in
which he has effectively and passionately trained leaders to impact the world. Through the implementation of
numerous projects, Mr. Additionally, his work in sub-Saharan Africa has served as a catalyst for saving lives
through the construction of clean water projects. Guynes has always been very active in making a difference in
the communities he has lived in through his societal service. He and his wife Linda live in Irving, Texas. They
have two adult children and five grandchildren. His wheelhouse in technology was cultivated early in his
career, when he was recruited by Airfone. Such innovations paved the way for inflight communications and
entertainment today. Life after Airfone and a brief post teaching semiconductors, digital technologies, and
robotics at his alma mater, Lance relocated to Virginia Beach to head the computer and network engineering
programs for Computer Dynamics Institute. Lance is an authoritative innovator whose ambition rests on
exploring solutions to solve complex challenges. His tenure includes serving as advisor to Fortune companies ,
from large law firms, to broadcasting, medical, aviation, financial, and nonprofit spaces. Marcus Coleman
Marcus Coleman is a skilled coalition builder and strategic engagement professional with more than seven
years of experience leading change in order to create more resilient communities. This includes expertise in
cultivating, sustaining, and leveraging results-driven partnerships at the national and local level between
government and non-governmental groups, including the private sector; and non-profit, philanthropic,
faith-based, and civic society organizations. With more than fifteen years of strategic planning, business
development and global sales experience in both emerging and Fortune companies, he comes to this role after
spending seven years at TDJ Enterprises with three as the Executive Vice President of Business Operations.
Holton Buggs Holton Buggs, a Serial Entrepreneur took a common habit and turned it into over 1 Billion
Dollars in sales in less than 6 years working from home. As a college drop out, Holton relied on the
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experience he gained from his teenage entrepreneurial successes. He purchased his first car at 14 years of age
by selling candy at school and providing hair cuts to the neighborhood kids as a self-taught barber. Infected
with the capitalistic bug, Holton has mastered the art of creating multiple income streams. From through ,
Edmond was chief editor of black enterprise magazine. A nationally recognized expert on business and
economic trends, personal finance, leadership development and mentorship, Edmond is a sought-after public
speaker and moderator. Since , he has served as the host of Money Matters, a nationally syndicated radio
feature of American Urban Radio Networks. Sell Love, Get Screwed: Beverly Robinson Beverly is no novice
to ministry and comes with well over 35 years in Office and Administrative support experience. She initially
began working in ministry, serving in the Music Department as a singer, musician and choir director. She
remained active in the music ministry throughout her life up until During her tenure at FMRS, she worked in
various capacities, including the medical records department and later the billing department as a billing clerk.
She was employed there for six years. While at Shawnee Hills, Beverly worked as an Assistant to a team of
counselors, clinicians and psychologists. She also worked as an Intake Clerk to process new patients. She
remained in that role for eight years, resigned in good standing and began her current full time ministry
assignment and employment as Executive Assistant to Bishop T. Jakes; his first hired employee. Winfield II
Patrick E. As an educator, leader, and pastor his mission has been to transform lives, build leaders, and
strengthen families by helping people discover and live in the grace of God found in Jesus Christ. As a leader,
Patrick believes in service leadership that is exercised through modeling, mentoring, instructing and life
coaching. Among his accomplishments, he helped establish a college Bible study that still ministers to college
students at UIUC to keep them grounded in God. His passion in service and leadership led to a vibrant youth
ministry in Chicago. He has also been blessed to minister in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. His new
book, Unleashing Greatness: Learning to Walk in Your Potential, is now available for purchase. Christiaan,
Joshua, and Caleb. Phil Thornton Because he wears so many hats, there are plenty of words that can be used to
describe music industry executive and television producer, Phil Thornton. But there is one word in particular
that also comes to mind: Born and raised in the Norfolk, Virginia, Thornton knew that he wanted to be part of
the entertainment business at age 10, and by the time he was 12, his fascination with radio landed him an
internship at WOWI-FM, a local radio station. The president loved the idea and Thornton went on to become
In , Phil settled in Los Angeles and partnered with Marcus Spence and Paul Coy Allen to form the successful
Ten2One Entertainment, a multimedia, television production, and artist management conglomerate. Thornton
credits other hardworking visionaries as his inspiration growing up. I definitely see myself in them. He first
ventured into film in as associate producer of the movie Lap Dance, starring Omari Hardwick and Stacey
Dash, and is now working on a scripted series and made-for-TV film project with Kelly Rowland. Film is
really my heart. It allows you to tell the story and I love great stories. He also sits on several boards including
the National Grammy Board and the board for the new National Museum of African American Music, which
is currently being built in Nashville and slated to open in In addition to all of that, Thornton, a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, is also a philanthropist and makes sure to give back to the community as much as
possible. He is heavily involved with St. So how does Thornton find time to give back, balance his amazing,
yet extremely busy career, and manage to effectively run three successful entities? Married to Charles
Crumpton, Pastor Crumpton inspirationally motivates and charismatically uplifts all those she touches,
whether she is operating in her gifts as a wife, mother, grandmother, preacher, psalmist, mentor, motivator,
lecturer, educator, entrepreneur or consultant. The anointing on her life has created unique opportunities to
collaborate her ministerial and professional experience in both the religious and professional sectors for over
30 years. Pastor Crumpton believes that the church has left the building and must be engaged in a Mark Keion
Henderson Pastor Keion Henderson is highly regarded as an effective leader among leaders, having spent
more than 20 years in active ministry and preaching before thousands in countries around the globe. As a
forerunner and catalyst for growth, he balances the confluence of ministry and marketplace as CEO of a global
business enterprise, managing an extensive portfolio and franchise under his company, The Henderson
Management Group. Pastor Keion Henderson is the Senior Pastor of one of the fastest growing churches in
America, The Lighthouse Church of Houston where he gives leadership to more than 7, members and 50 staff
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members each week. His church embodies five generations of members, representing multiple countries from
around the world. He has received numerous accolades from state, government and local officials for his work
as a global humanitarian in providing relief and empowerment to those in need. Through his outreach efforts,
Pastor Keion has served more than , meals in his local community and led disaster aid initiatives in Haiti,
Florida and Southeast Texas. Pastor Keion Henderson has devoted his life to empowering others to achieving
greatness. Forrest Smith A Texas legal legend known as a great unifier, Forrest Smith has brought together
adversaries in the courtroom, the boardroom, and the community to effect profound change. Smith served as
corporate counsel for Mobil Oil for over thirty years and then became President of the Greater Dallas Chamber
of Commerce. Rodriguez has been among many lists of influencers in America, which have recognized his
impact across the religious and Latino communities, including: Rodriguez worked with and advised President
George W. Bush, President Obama and President Trump. Rodriguez is the recipient of the Martin Luther King
Jr. He is also the author of Be Light: His most recent book is When Faith Catches Fire: Rodriguez is a movie
producer serving as executive producer of two films in partnership with Franklin Entertainment and 20th
Century Fox. With over 1 billion people watching around the world, Pastor Samuel Rodriguez read from
Matthew Chapter 5 concluding his remarks by invoking the name of Jesus Christ. Yodit Tewolde Yodit
Tewolde is a nationally renowned criminal defense attorney and legal analyst. Yodit has been a member of the
Texas Bar since Since then, Yodit has dedicated her entire legal career to the practice of criminal law. After
graduating law school, Yodit served as a law clerk for a state court judge. Following several years of
prosecuting cases in both the adult and juvenile systems, Yodit transitioned over to criminal defense work.
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dwelling within the fabric international is a singular of ancient fiction, set in either historic India and in glossy the USA.
half I is the tale of an Indian wood worker within the Buddha's time who turns into one of many world's first secular
academics.

Pres[ edit ] Australia debuted on the international stage at the Summer Olympic Games held in Melbourne.
Australia did not fare well in the competition, defeating only two sides, Singapore and Thailand , and finishing
12th. The seeds were sown for Australia to become a regular team in international events. The Australians
improved on their position in Melbourne , to be ranked ninth at the completion of the games. The team
finished in 12th place, with their sole victory coming over the United Arab Republic. Lindsay Gaze made his
coaching debut, after playing at the Summer Olympics. Eddie Palubinskas was the holder of the second
highest scoring average of the tournament. The Boomers defeated Mexico , â€”, in an overtime game, and
defeated Japan , â€”79, as they moved to the second round of the tournament for the first time, on their way to
an eighth-place finish. Australia played their most successful tournament to that time, defeating
Czechoslovakia , the Dominican Republic , the Philippines twice , and playing eventual gold medallist
Yugoslavia , losing â€” The Boomers advanced to the semi-final round, and placed seventh. The Boomers
defeated eventual silver medallist Italy , 84â€”77, in the preliminary round, but due to a three-way tie with
Italy and Cuba , the team failed to advance to the final round, despite 5 wins and 2 losses. The Australians
finished in fifth place. Australia advanced to the second round, following victories over Brazil and West
Germany. A loss to Italy, and a point win over Egypt , left the Boomers in a must-win situation against Spain ,
to advance to the medal round. Spain went up big early in the first half, but the Boomers fought back,
ultimately losing by a score of â€”93, ending their medal hopes with an Olympic best seventh-place finish.
Losses to Uruguay , Angola , and the Soviet Union during group play kept the Boomers from advancing, and
the team finished 17th. The Boomers breezed through the first round, losing only to gold medallist Soviet
Union and silver medallist Yugoslavia. Finishing third place in their group, Australia advanced to the quarter
finals, where they defeated Spain in a closely fought game, by a score of 77â€”74, sending the Boomers to
their first ever semi-finals. At the Barcelona Olympic Games , the Boomers looked to prove their fourth-place
run at Seoul was no fluke. The Boomers won the series 2â€”1 including attracting a then Australian basketball
record 15, fans to the National Tennis Centre in Melbourne. The Boomers won the game â€” with Andrew
Gaze scoring 43 points. Smyth, the teams long-time captain and point guard would play one last time for the
Boomers in March in Game 4 of a 5-game series against the touring Magic Johnson All-Stars in front of a
packed house 12, at the Sydney Entertainment Centre. The series however saw the Boomers without 4 of their
usual starting 5 with only Andrew Vlahov who captained the side playing all 5 games. The Atlanta Olympic
Games were another outstanding showing for Australia. Led by Andrew Gaze, and featuring Shane Heal , the
team rolled through the early competition, losing only to silver medallist Yugoslavia, and scoring over points
in every other preliminary game. In the quarterfinals, the Boomers played a hard fought game against Croatia.
The game came down to the wire, as forward Tony Ronaldson hit an unforgettable 3-pointer to win the game,
and advance Australia to the semi-finals. There they met the United States, who were powered by a stacked
roster of professional NBA players, and the Boomers were dispatched â€” Lithuania would defeat Australia in
the bronze medal game, but the Boomers equalled their fourth-place finish. The game, played at the Delta
Center in Salt Lake City , was won â€”77 by the USA, though Heal topped all scorers with 28 points including
hitting 8 of 12 three pointers. Heal had a running battle with NBA superstar Charles Barkley during the game
with the two almost coming to blows at one point, though they hugged in mutual respect on-court after the
game. Shane Heal and Andrew Gaze both finished among the top five scorers, with averages of The Boomers
finished the tournament respectably with wins over Canada and Brazil, and walked away with ninth place.
Despite losses in both of their first two games, Australia recovered nicely, and won their next four games over
Russia , Angola , and Spain , to propel them into the quarter finals, where they defeated Italy. Although their
goal of medalling was not achieved, the Boomers gave the home crowd plenty to cheer about, on their way to
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a fourth-place finish. In early , Australia entered the first ever Commonwealth Games basketball competition
in their home city of Melbourne and went through the tournament undefeated to claim the gold medal. Bruton
, and Jason Smith. Despite their efforts, the Boomers failed to qualify for the playoff rounds, and finished tied
for ninth place. Despite his youth, Mills had a hot hand, scoring over 20 points on several occasions, and
leading the team with an average of Australia made the quarter finals, but gold medallists United States put
the Boomers away late in the game, ending their run with a seventh-place finish. Two years later, the Boomers
entered the London Olympic Games with arguably their most talented roster since , though they were missing
their star centre Andrew Bogut, who was out with a broken ankle. Australia made the quarter finals with a
3â€”2 win-loss record, but gold medallists United States put the Boomers away late in the game, ending their
run with a seventh-place finish again. Following the London Olympics, Brett Brown announced his decision
to step down as Boomers head coach, citing his desire to spend more time with his family in the United States.
As of December , Basketball Australia was yet to announce his replacement, although one of his assistants,
dual National Basketball League championship winning coach with the New Zealand Breakers , Andrej
Lemanis , was one of the favourites to win the job. After suffering an opening round loss to Slovenia,
Australia bounced back, stringing together three consecutive wins over South Korea, Lithuania and Mexico,
the first time in 16 years that Australia had won 3 consecutive matches at the FIBA World Cup.
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Welcome to the Baby Boomers Social Club. Our main appeal is to Boomers (persons born between and ), but anyone
who likes to have fun and wants to share an interest, sport, hobby or activity w.

By Michael Dimock For decades, Pew Research Center has been committed to measuring public attitudes on
key issues and documenting differences in those attitudes across demographic groups. One lens often
employed by researchers at the Center to understand these differences is that of generation. Generations
provide the opportunity to look at Americans both by their place in the life cycle â€” whether a young adult, a
middle-aged parent or a retiree â€” and by their membership in a cohort of individuals who were born at a
similar time. Pew Research Center has been studying the Millennial generation for more than a decade. In
order to keep the Millennial generation analytically meaningful, and to begin looking at what might be unique
about the next cohort, Pew Research Center will use as the last birth year for Millennials for our future work.
Anyone born between and ages 22 to 37 in will be considered a Millennial, and anyone born from onward will
be part of a new generation. They should be viewed primarily as tools, allowing for the kinds of analyses
detailed above. But their boundaries are not arbitrary. Generations are often considered by their span, but
again there is no agreed upon formula for how long that span should be. At 16 years to , our working
definition of Millennials will be equivalent in age span to their preceding generation, Generation X born
between and By this definition, both are shorter than the span of the Baby Boomers 19 years â€” the only
generation officially designated by the U. Census Bureau , based on the famous surge in post-WWII births in
and a significant decline in birthrates after Unlike the Boomers, there are no comparably definitive thresholds
by which later generational boundaries are defined. Millennials also grew up in the shadow of the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan, which sharpened broader views of the parties and contributed to the intense political
polarization that shapes the current political environment. And most Millennials were between 12 and 27
during the election, where the force of the youth vote became part of the political conversation and helped
elect the first black president. Yet the next generation â€” those currently 21 or younger â€” is even more
diverse. Beyond politics, most Millennials came of age and entered the workforce facing the height of an
economic recession. Technology, in particular the rapid evolution of how people communicate and interact, is
another generation-shaping consideration. Baby Boomers grew up as television expanded dramatically,
changing their lifestyles and connection to the world in fundamental ways. Generation X grew up as the
computer revolution was taking hold, and Millennials came of age during the internet explosion. In this
progression, what is unique for post-Millennials is that all of the above have been part of their lives from the
start. The iPhone launched in , when the oldest post-Millennials were By the time they were in their teens, the
primary means by which young Americans connected with the web was through mobile devices, WiFi and
high-bandwidth cellular service. Social media, constant connectivity and on-demand entertainment and
communication are innovations Millennials adapted to as they came of age. For those born after , these are
largely assumed. Recent research has shown dramatic shifts in youth behaviors, attitudes and lifestyles â€”
both positive and concerning â€” for those who came of age in this era. Beginning to track this post-Millennial
generation over time will be of significant importance. Pew Research Center is not the first to draw an
analytical line between Millennials and the generation to follow them, and many have offered well-reasoned
arguments for drawing that line a few years earlier or later than where we have. Perhaps, as more data are
collected over the years, a clear, singular delineation will emerge. We remain open to recalibrating if that
occurs. But more than likely the historical, technological, behavioral and attitudinal data will show more of a
continuum across generations than a threshold. As has been the case in the past, this means that the differences
within generations can be just as great as the differences across generations, and the youngest and oldest
within a commonly defined cohort may feel more in common with bordering generations than the one to
which they are assigned. This is a reminder that generations themselves are inherently diverse and complex
groups, not simple caricatures. In the near term, you will see a number of reports and analyses from the Center
that focus on generations and change over time. Today, we issued a report looking at some of our longest
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running trends in political and social attitudes and values that continue to show significant generational
divides on many critical dimensions. In the coming weeks, we will be updating demographic analyses that
compare Millennials to previous generations at the same stage in their life cycle to see if the demographic,
economic and household dynamics of Millennials continue to stand apart from their predecessors. And this
year we will be launching a number of surveys of to year-olds to begin to look at technology use and attitudes
in the next generation of American adults. Yet, we remain cautious about what can be projected onto a
generation when they remain so young. Donald Trump may be the first U. Bush and Barack Obama shaped the
political debate for Millennials, the current political environment may have a similar effect on the attitudes
and engagement of post-Millennials, though how remains a question. We look forward to spending the next
few years studying this generation as it enters adulthood. A previous version of this post misstated the ages of
the youngest Millennials at two points in recent history. Under our revised definition, most Millennials were
ages 5 to 20 on Sept.
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A Sig I Am. The only Sigma Chi song more frequently sung than "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" is "A Sig I Am." Written
in by three undergraduates of the Beta Chapter at Wooster, this century-old song can be heard echoing in every chapter
house throughout the Sigma Chi world.

The World from Berlin: New statistics, though, indicate that the opposite is true. German commentators say
Family Minister Ursula von der Leyen was naive to believe otherwise. Even better for von der Leyen, though,
was that the numbers seemed to indicate that her family policies, pushed through in , were a success. Generous
payments to couples who took time off work to have children seemed to be having the desired effect. On
Tuesday, though, the German Federal Statistical Office released preliminary figures for all of , and the news is
not pretty. Rather than the heralded rise in births, saw a 1. Conservative daily Die Welt writes: Their main
goal is to increase the levels of women participating in the workforce. Paying benefits to parents, building
more day-care centers and amending laws on child-support payments were meant to reduce adherence to the
family model that advocates a working father and a stay-at-home mother. Family policies underwent a
paradigm shift, and the new message was that mothers should be employed. As they see it, a woman is not
emancipated if she defers her career goals to have children. And, according to this way of thinking, if a
woman chooses to stay at home with her small child instead of sending it to day care, she is displaying a
dangerous ignorance about early-childhood development. In the future, you can only hope that many couples
will have children despite -- rather than because of -- these policies. Whenever she mixes with the media, she
always has dapper clothes, perfect hair and a big smile. And even though she happily spends a lot of time in
front of the cameras loudly praising the success of her policies, she still has time to take care of her many
children. What an amazing role model! Playing fast and loose with statistics was irresponsible of and
embarrassing for von der Leyen, and it has shattered her image. The shining example of a minister who is able
to juggle children and a tough job without any problems has apparently done little to inspire people to follow
her example. If the family minister is really interested in success, she has to be quite a bit braver and stop
trying to get party allies and businesses to do the right thing with only voluntary agreements and gentle
nudges. Day-care workers need to receive better training and earn more money so that parents will worry less
about putting their children into day care. And the arrangements that lead many married women to stay at
home for tax advantages need to be replaced by ones that tax individuals rather than couples. But if Ursula von
der Leyen pursued them, of course she might fail and lose a little of her luster, but she just might make more
normal women and voters feel a bit more like they are being paid attention to. There are a lot more factors that
go into deciding to have a child than just governmental subsidies. Potential parents need to be confident that
they will be able to take care of the child. And they will need to assess whether they have enough time for a
baby and whether they can reconcile having a child with the plans they currently have for their lives and
careers. But it is only one among many factors to consider in starting a family.
Chapter 8 : Boys Will Be Boys â€“ Sexual Assault and College | Envisioning The American Dream
You'll glean invaluable insights from industry thought leaders, from millennials to baby boomers, uncovering how you
can leverage your talents to cultivate a more meaningful impact in - and beyond. It's time to maximize your impact at the
International Leadership Summit.

Chapter 9 : Songs â€“ NW Delta Sig
The Dark Power of Fraternities. And the fourth is the fact that Boomers, the contemporary fraternity world is beset by a
series of deep problems, which its leadership is scrambling to.
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